LEFT ANNIHILATORS CHARACTERIZED BY GPIS TSIU-KWEN LEE
Abstract.
Let R be a semiprime ring with extended centroid C , U the right Utumi quotient ring of R , S a subring of U containing R and px , pj two right ideals of R . In the paper we show that ls(pi) = Is(Pi) if ar>d only if p\ and P2 satisfy the same generalized polynomial identities (GPIs) with coefficients in SC , where ls(Pi) denotes the left annihilator of p¡ in 5*. As a consequence of the result, if p is a right ideal of R such that Ir(p) = 0, then p and U satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of R . This paper is motivated by Chuang's paper [3] and Beidar's paper [2] . Recall that a ring R is said to be a left faithful ring if, for a £ R, aR = 0 implies (2 = 0. For a left faithful ring P, the right Utumi quotient ring of P can be characterized as a ring U satisfying the following axioms:
( 1 ) P is a subring of U.
(2) For each a £ U, there exists a dense right ideal p of P such that apQR.
(3) If a £ U and ap = 0 for some dense right ideal p of P, then a = 0. (4) For any dense right ideal p of P and for any right P-module homomorphism <f> : pR -► Rr , there exists a £ U such that <p(x) = ax for all x £ p.
Let P be a left faithful ring and p be a dense right ideal of P. We note that p itself is a left faithful ring. Furthermore, p and P have the same right Utumi quotient ring. More precisely, denote by U(R) (U(p) resp.) the right Utumi quotient ring of P (p resp.). Then there exists a ring isomorphism h from U(p) onto U(R) such that h(x) -x for all x £ p. In [3] Chuang proved the theorem: Let P be a prime ring, U its right Utumi quotient ring and Nr a dense P-submodule of Ur . Then N and U satisfy the same generalized polynomial identities (GPIs) with coefficients in U. In this theorem we note that N n P is always a dense right ideal of P. Since N n P and P have the same right Utumi quotient ring, Chuang's theorem just says that P and U satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U. Also, in an earlier paper [2] Beidar proved that the same result remains true for semiprime rings. For a semiprime ring R we observe that N n P is a dense right ideal of P for any dense P-submodule Nr of Ur. Also, lu(Nf)R), the left annihilator of NnR in U, is zero. In this paper we shall compare two left annihilators of two right ideals px and p2 of P in U by considering the GPIs satisfied by the two right ideals px and p2. From this we are able to generalize Chuang's and Beidar's results. For instance, if P is a semiprime ring and p is a right ideal of P such that Ir(p) = 0, we shall prove that p and U satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in Q, the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of P. More explicitly, we prove in this paper the following Main Theorem. Let R be a semiprime ring with extended centroid C, U its right Utumi quotient ring, S a subring of U containing R and px, p2 two right ideals of P. Then ls(pi) -¡s(P2) if and only if px and p2 satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in SC.
Throughout the paper, rings are always associative but not necessarily with unity. We shall fix some notation. For a semiprime ring P we denote by U its right Utumi quotient ring, by Q its two-sided Utumi quotient ring and by C the extended centroid of P . U*CC{XX, Xx, ...} stands for the free product of the C-algebra U and C{XX, X2, ...} , the free C-algebra with indeterminates Xx, X2, ... . For these definitions and their basic properties we refer to [3] , [4] and [6] . To prove the Main Theorem we need several lemmas. We begin the proof with the following easy observations. Lemma 1. Let R be a simple Artinian ring and px , p2 be two right ideals of R. Then lR(pi) = lR(p2) if and only if px= p2.
Proof. Since every right ideal of a simple Artinian ring is generated by one idempotent, there are two idempotents e and / in P such that px = eR and p2 -fR. Assume that Ir(Pi) = Ir(p2) ■ Then 1 -e £ Ir(pi) and hence (1 -e)fR = 0. This implies that (1 -e)f = 0. That is, f = ef. Now, p2 = fR = efR ç px . Similarly, px ç p2. Therefore px = p2. Of course, the converse is trivial. The proof is now complete. Lemma 2. Let R be a semiprime ring and p be a right ideal of R. Then p and pU satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U.
Proof. Let f(Xx, ... , Xt) £ U *c C{XX, X2, ...} be a GPI satisfied by p. Fix yi, ... , y i £ pU. Write y¡ = £^=1 aUuij > where atj £ p and Ui¡ £ U, 1 < z < t. Since pRCR, /(XjJ aXjYXj,..., ggj atjYtJ) is a GPI for P, where the Y¡j are distinct indeterminates. By [2] , f(Y!f=xaijYXj, ... , ¿Z"=\ atjYtj) is also a GPI for U. In particular, set Yy = u¡j for all i, j . Then f(yx, ... , yt) = 0 as desired. This proves the lemma. Lemma 3. Let R be a prime ring and p be a nonzero right ideal of R. Suppose that ax, a2, ... , at £ U satisfy the following condition : if ax, a2, ... , a, £ C satisfy (axax + ■■■ + a,at)p = 0, then a, = 0 for all i. Then there exists an element u £ p such that axu, ... , atu are C-independent unless R is a Pi-ring. Proof. Since P is a prime ring, C itself is a field. Define T¡ £Homc(pC, U) by Ti(y) = a¡y for all y £ pC, 1 < i < t. Then Tx, ... , Tt are Cindependent. Indeed, let ßx, ... , ß, £ C be such that ßxTx H-h ßtTt = 0.
That is, (ßxax + • • • + ßxat)pC = 0 . By our assumption, ßx = • • • = ß, = 0 .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By [3, Lemma 2], either there exists u £ p such that axu, ... , atu are Cindependent, or there exists J2'i=i ^.P< i1 0> where a¿ £ C, which is of finite rank. If the first case occurs, then we are done. Therefore we assume the second situation. This implies that dimcvpC < oc and vpC ^ 0, where v = Sxax + ■ ■■ + ôtat. By [3, Lemma 1], dime RC < oo and hence P is a P/-ring. This completes the proof.
Let P be a prime ring and S be a subring of U containing P. It is well known that SC is a closed prime algebra over C [5] . Recall that / £ SC *c C{X\, X2, ...} is called nontrivial if / is nonzero. By a result of Martindale [8] , if P satisfies a nontrivial GPI with coefficients in RC (in fact, in U), then RC is a strongly primitive ring. However, a nontrivial GPI for a right ideal p of P may only give a trivial identity for p. For instance, if there exist two C-independent elements a, b £ U and ß / 0 in C such that (b + ßa)p = 0, then aXxbX2 + ßaXxaX2 is a nontrivial GPI for p but gives a trivial identity for p. Therefore to handle this situation we must give a suitable adaptation for the idea of GPIs satisfied by one-sided ideals. We now follow a notion given by Chuang [3, p. 725] . Let B be a set of C-independent elements of S. By a P-monomial, we mean a monomial of the form «o^i "i Y2 ■ ■■ Ynun , where {wn ,ux, ... , un} ç B and where {Yx, ... , Yn} ç {Xx, X2, ...} . Thus for each nonzero / € SC *c C{Xx, X2, ...} there exists a B such that / is a C-linear combination of P-monomials. A generalized polynomial 0 ^ / e SC*cC{Xx, X2, ...} is called a proper GPI for a right ideal p of the prime ring P if / is of the form g(Xx, ... , Xt)Xt+x , where g £ SC *c C{XX, X2 , ... } , such that g lies in the C-span of P-monomials for some B, a finite set of C-independent elements of S, and furthermore if B satisfies the following condition:
If a\, ... , ai £ C satisfy (axbx -\-r-a¡b¡)p = 0, where B = {b\, ... , b¡} , then ax = ■ ■ ■ -a¡ = 0.
We remark that two right ideals px and p2 of the prime ring P satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in SC if and only if px and p2 satisfy the same GPIs of the form g(Xx, ... , X()Xt+x, where g £ SC *c C{XX ,X2,...}.
Indeed, we need only give the proof of the "if part. Let / € SC*cC{Xx, X2, ...} be a GPI for px . Let Xx, ... , Xt be all indeterminates occurring in /. Fix any element a £ S. Then f(Xx, ... , Xt)aXt+x is a GPI for px. By our assumption, f(Xx, ... , Xt)aXt+x is also a GPI for p2. Thus f(xx, ... , xt)SCxt+i = 0 for all xx, ... , x,+x £ p2. By the primeness of SC, f(xx, ... , xt) = 0 for all x\, ... , xt £ p2. That is, / is a GPI for p2. This proves our remark. Lemma 4. Let R be a prime ring, S a subring of U containing R and px, p2 two right ideals of R such that ¡s(pi) = ls(P2) ■ Suppose that p¡ has no proper GPI in SC *c C{XX, X2, ...} for i = 1, 2. Then px and p2 satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in SC. Proof. We note first that ¡sc(Pi) = hc(P2) ■ Indeed, if ypx = 0 where y £ SC, then there exists a nonzero ideal I of R such that Iy ç S, since P ç S ç U, and hence (Iy)pi = 0, which implies Iyp2 = 0. Thus yp2 = 0 follows. This proves Isc(Pi) Q kc(P2) ■ Thus kc(Pi) = hc(P2) ■ Let 0 t¿ / £ SC*CC{XX, X2, ...} be a GPI for px . Assume for the moment that / is of the form h(Xx, ... , X¡)XM , where h £ SC *c C{XX ,X2,...}. Then there is a finite set B of C-independent elements of S such that h lies in the C-span of P-monomials. Say that B -{bx, ... , bt}. We proceed by induction on t, the number of elements in B. Since px has no proper GPI in SC*cC{Xi, X2, ...} , we may assume that (axbx -I-\-at-Xb,-X +atbt)pi = 0 for some ax, ... , at £ C, not all zero. Without loss of generality we can assume at = 1. Then we have (axbx-\-\-at-Xbt-X+bt)p2 = 0 since ¡sc(Pi) -¡sc{P2) ■ Also, let g be the GP obtained from h by replacing the coefficient b, in / by -(axbx-\-\-at-Xbt-X).
Set BQ = {bx, ... , bt-X}. Then gXt+x is also a GPI for px and furthermore g lies in the C-span of Po-monomials, where \Bo\ -t -\. Applying the induction hypothesis yields that gX¡+x is a GPI for p2. Now the fact that (axbx +•'•■ + a¡-Xbt-X + b,)p2 = 0 implies that / is a GPI for p2. Similarly, by the assumption that p2 has no proper GPI in SC *c C{XX, X2, ...} we deduce that every GPI of the form h(Xx, ... , X¡)Xi+l in SC *c C{XX, X2, ■■■} for p2 is satisfied by px . Therefore, px and p2 satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in SC by the remark given before this lemma. The proof of Lemma 4 is complete.
With Lemma 4 in hand we are now able to prove the Main Theorem when P is a prime ring.
Lemma 5. The Main Theorem holds when R is a prime ring. Proof. We may assume that px ^ 0 and p2 ^ 0. By Lemma 4, we may assume that px has a proper GPI / £ SC *c C{XX, X2, ...}. Write / = g(Xx, ... , X¡)X¡+X . Thus there exists a finite set B = {bx, ... , bt} of Cindependent elements of S such that g lies in the C-span of P-monomials. Also, we have that if (axbx + ■ ■ ■ + atbt)px = 0 where a¡ £ C, then ax = • • • = a, = 0. We claim that P satisfies a nontrivial GPI with coefficients in U. If P is a Pi-ring, the claim holds trivially. Suppose that P is not a Pi-ring. Then by Lemma 3 there exists an element u £ px such that bxu, ... , btu are C-independent. Then g(uXx, ... , uX¡)uXi+x is a nontrivial GPI for P since uR ç px . This proves the claim. By Chuang's theorem [3] , P and S satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U. By Martindale's theorem [8] , SC is a strongly primitive ring. In particular, Soc(5'C), the socle of SC, is nonzero. Set o = Soc(,SC) ^ 0. Then a is a simple ring with minimal right ideals.
Note that pxa and px satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U. Indeed, by Lemma 2, a GPI for px is satisfied by pxa . Conversely, let h(Xx, ... , Xk) be a GPI for pxo with coefficients in U. Fix k elements yx, ... ,yk £ px . Then h(yxXx, ... , ykXx) is a GPI for a . Since or is a dense submodule of Ur, by [3] U satisfies h(yxXx, ... , ykXx). In particular, set Xx -1. Then h(yx, ... , yk) -0. Therefore h(Xx, ... , Xk) is a GPI for px . This proves that pxo and px satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U. Of course, p2a and p2 also satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U .
Assume first that h(Pi) = ls(pi), and let f £ SC *c C{XX, X2, ...} be a GPI for px . Write / = f(Xx,... ,X¡). Let t £ o. Then tf(Xxt, ... ,X,t)£ o *c C{XX, X2, ...} is a GPI for pxo. Let dx, ... , dm be the coefficients occurring in tf(Xxt, ... , X/t). Note that d¡ £ a for each z. By LitofFs theorem [7, Theorem 3, p. 90] , there exists an idempotent e £ a such that d¡ £ eoe for i = 1, 2, ... , m. Thus epxae satisfies the GPI tf(Xxt, ... , X¡t). It follows from the fact ls(Pi) = ls(p2) that la(Pio) = la(P2^) and hence leae(epxae) -leae(ep2ae).
Note that eoe is now a simple Artinian ring and that epxoe and ep2ae are two right ideals of eoe. Applying Lemma 1, we have epxoe = ep2oe. Now ep2oe satisfies the GPI tf(Xxt, ... , X¡t) and hence p2o satisfies tf(Xxt, ... , X¡t).
So if we fix / elements xx, ... , x¡ £ p2a, then a satisfies the GPI X\f(xxXx, ... , X\X\). Since or is a dense submodule of Ur , by [3] U satisfy Xxf(xxXx, ... , XjXx). In particular, set Xx = 1 . Then f(xx, ... , x¡) = 0. Therefore p2o and hence p2 satisfy f(Xx, ... , X¡). Up to now we have proved that every GPI in SC*c C{XX, X2, ...} for px is also a GPI for p2 . Thus pi and p2 satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in SC.
For the converse, let xpx = 0 where x £ S. Then px satisfies xXx £ SC*c C{XX, X2, ...} . By the assumption, xp2 = 0. Therefore, ls(Pi) Q ls(P2) ■ Similarly, ls(P2) Q ls(Pi) > and so ls(Pi) -¡s(P2) • This completes the proof.
To prove the Main Theorem we must generalize Lemma 5 to the case of semiprime rings. To arrive at this aim we need some results about orthogonal completions for semiprime rings given in [1] . Let P be a semiprime ring. Recall that a subset T ç U is called orthogonally complete if 0 £ T and given any set of orthogonal idempotents {ew} ç C and any subset {x^} ç T, to £ Q, there exists x £ T such that ewx -emxw for all to £ Q.. For any subset P ç U, denote by P the orthogonal completion of P in U, which is defined as the intersection of all orthogonally complete subsets of U containing P. Note that P itself is an orthogonally complete subset of U. Now we prove Lemma 6. Let R be a semiprime ring, S a subring of U containing R and p a right ideal of R. Then the following statements hold.
(i) p and p satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U.
(ii) For any two right ideals px, p2 of R, ls(Pi) -¡s(P2) if and only if l$(pi) = l$(p2) ■ Proof. For (i), let f(Xx, ... , Xt) € U *c C{XX, X2, ...} be a GPI for p. To prove that / is a GPI for p it suffices to assume that / only involves one indeterminant, say / = f(X).
For x e p, by the definition of p we have x = J2t ea)Xto , where {ew}wea is a set of orthogonal idempotents of C such that X!cu Cea> is an essential ideal of C and where xw £ p for all to £ Q, [1] . Note that / contains no constant term. Thus we have Then ewxp\ = 0, that is, ewxwpx = 0. Note that ¡sc(Pi) = hc(P2), since h(Pi) = ¡s(P2) ■ We have ewxwp2 = 0. But rv(e(üx(JJ) is an orthogonally complete subset of U, which implies ecoxwp2 = 0 and hence xp2 = 0. In other words, x £ l^(p2). Therefore, l~(px) Q l~(p2). Similarly, l~(p2) ç l~(px) and hence l~(px) = l~(p2). Assume next that h(px) = h(p2) ■ Since the proof that ¡s(Pi) = ls(Pi) is trivial, we omit it. ■ ' We are now ready to prove the Main Theorem.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Note that the "if part is trivial. Therefore it suffices to prove the "only if part. Suppose that ls(Pi) = ls(p2) • By Lemma 6, l-^ipi) = l~(p2). Note that P is also a semiprime ring and that S is a subring of U containing P. Moreover, px and p2 are two right ideals of P. Denote by B the complete Boolean algebra of idempotents of C [1] . Fix a maximal ideal A of B . Let </> be the canonical homomorphism from U onto U/AU. By [1, Theorem 1], tp(R) is a prime ring with right ideals 4>(pi) and (p(p2). Moreover, cp(U) = U/AU is a right quotient ring of cp(R) and cp(R) c 4>(S) ç (f>{U). We claim that l^(<p(pi)) = l^i^Pi))
• Let <p(x) £ /^(?)(<¿>(¿.)), where x £ S. Then xpx ç AU. Now xpx is an orthogonally complete subset of U since px is. By [1, Lemma 2(3)], there is e £ B -A such that expx = 0. But ex £ S since BS ç S. By the fact that h(px) = h(P2), we have exp2 = 0, and hence <f>(x) £ l~(4>(p2)) by [1, Lemma 2(3)] again. This proves our claim.
Let f £ SC *c C{X{ ,X2,...} be a GPI for px . By Lemma 6, / is also a GPI for px . Denote by f<p the GP obtained from / via replacing each coefficient occurring in / by its image under ¡j>. Then fy has coefficients in 4>(SC) and fi¡, is a GPI for 4>(px). Since <j>(R) is a prime ring and /^(•/K/Si)) = ^(5)(<ri(P2)), by Lemma 5 /0 is also a GPI for 0(A>) • Write / = f(Xx, ... , X¡). Then we have f(xx, ... , x¡) £ AU for all x, £ p2. But n{A/J IA is a maximal ideal of B} = 0 ; we obtain f(xx, ... , x¡) = 0 for all x, £ p2. That is, / is a GPI for p2 and hence for p2. This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
We conclude this paper with two applications of the Main Theorem. Recall that we denote by Q the two-sided Utumi quotient ring of P, a semiprime ring.
Remark. In Theorem 1, we cannot conclude that p and U satisfy the same GPIs with coefficients in U even if P is a domain. Indeed, there exists a domain P but U is not a domain. Choose a £ U -{0} such that rv(a) ^ 0. Set p = P n ru(a). Then p is a nonzero right ideal of P such that ap = 0, but aU^O.
